A Plus Natural Enzymes Contact & Residual Bedbug Eliminator Concentrate
FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions)
WHAT IS IT? A Plus Natural Enzymes Contact & Residual Bedbug Eliminator Concentrate is a
concentrate with active ingredients consisting of natural pesticide salts (see question 2 below). It
also contains a carrier powder made of silica, amorphous, yeast (enzymes) and vinegar. It is
mixed with water in suspension, sprayed as a liquid and dries as a powder.
WHAT IS ITS LEGAL DESIGNATION? A Plus Natural Enzymes Contact & Residual
Bedbug Eliminator Concentrate is exempt from the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), Section 25(b). This means that the product is exempt from pesticide
registration by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency because they are not toxic or harmful
to humans, animals and the environment. The product is made from all GRAS (generally
regarded as safe) ingredients.
HOW AND WHERE IS IT APPLIED? It is applied with a high quality sprayer tank or a
trigger sprayer with an extension hose which attaches directly onto the bottle opening. Add water
to the 1 gallon container and shake vigorously. Fill the tank with the mix or add the sprayer hose
attachment. Be sure and remove in-line filters. Don’t forget to keep shaking. It kills bed bugs,
roaches and any pest with an exoskeleton on contact and lasts up to 1 year of residual or more if
it is not physically removed. It can be applied into cracks and crevices and can be used to treat
mattresses, box springs, drapes, carpets, under couches, under tables, behind pictures, behind
appliances and behind switch & outlet plates. (Do not spray in outlets. Spray covers only. Let dry
completely and replace.) For cockroaches, it may be sprayed in garbage shoots and in garbage
rooms or behind appliances and in crack and crevices. It should not be sprayed on any surface
that humans or animals sit or lie on. This is not because it is harmful. It is because it is sprayed as
a liquid and dries as a powder, it is gritty after drying. The insects will die by walking across it.
See below. Also available in a 32 oz. RTU bottle for touch-ups. For other insects, such as
cockroaches, spray in cracks and crevices and on surfaces where the insect will walk on.
HOW MANY ROOMS WILL A GALLON TREAT? 1 container will treat an average 1
bedroom apartment or hotel room. More or less may be needed, depending on the size of the
rooms, the number of beds, pieces of furniture and appliances. Use the 32 oz. RTU size for
touch-ups or smaller areas.
HOW FAST WILL THE PRODUCT WORK? Spraying bedbugs, roaches or other insects
directly will result in death within a few minutes. After drying, any insect or spider with an
exoskeleton will die by just walking across the residual powder. It dissolves the waxy coating
that protects the exoskeleton. Death could be within a few minutes or in a few days.

Concentrate Container Makes 1 Gallon/32 oz. Ready to Use
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